
2016 Handel with Care Dog Show Class List 

Lifetime Achievement Award- (Requires pre-registration and essay)   The winner of this special class will be a dog which 

has shown exceptional friendship, loyalty and trust to its owner, the community, or has made a special impact in 

someone’s life.  The one lucky dog will receive a rosette, gift basket, and a $50.00 gift certificate to Handel with Care 

Veterinary Hospital!   

Best “Look-a-Like”- This class will judge which handler looks most like their canine companion. 

Best Trick-This class will judge the best trick.  Time to show off your dog’s talent! 

Cutest Puppy- This class is open to dogs 14 weeks to 12 months of age.  The judges will be looking for the ultimate all 

around cuteness! 

Best Looking Dog-This class is open to for dogs 1 year to 6 years of age.  If you think your dog is the most radiant, then 

this is the class for you.  

Best Senior Dog- This class is open to dogs 7 years of age and older.  Don’t let a gray muzzle stop you from entering 

“man’s best friend!” 

Happy Tail- The judges will be looking at the “EXTREME” motion of your dog’s happy tail! 

Best Rescue-The judges will be looking for the best all-around rescue dog! (Pets need to have been rescued from a 

shelter.) 

Best Treat Catcher-The judges will be tossing around treats; the dog that is the best catcher of the treats will win! 

Best Dressed-This class will feature dogs and/or owners showing off their best outfits!  Show us what you got! 

Most Obedient- (sponsored by AllBreeds Canine Training Center) - Get your dog ready for this class.  AllBreeds will offer 

a variety of commands for the handler to give to their furry friends! 

Least Obedient-(Sponsored by AllBreeds Canine Training Center)-If you didn’t get an award in the above class you may 

just get one here!  The winner of this class will win an 6-week session of Obedience training at AllBreeds. 

Most Glamorous- Watch out for the paparazzi!  This class is for dogs that know they are all that!  The winner of this class 

will win a Spa Day at Handel with Care Veterinary Hospital. 

Best Vocal Performance- Move over American Idol, dogs can sing too!  We are looking for the most vocal dog.  Music can 

be provided if needed. 

Most Appealing Eyes- Pets’ eyes are the window to their soul!  Show us your most beautiful eyes! 

Most Unique Name/Meaning- The judges and the audience will be excited to hear the story behind how you named your 

dog! 

Judges Pick- This dog will be a favorite for the judges. 

People’s Choice Award- Picture, bio, and pre-registration are required) your dog will be posted for all to see!  Let the 

audience choose the winner! 

 


